We conduct the first systematical adoption of the Semantic Web solution in the integration, management, and utilization of TCM information and knowledge resources. As the results, the largest TCM Semantic Web ontology is engineered as the uniform knowledge representation mechanism; the ontology-based query and search engine is deployed, mapping legacy and heterogeneous relational databases to the Semantic Web layer for query and search across database boundaries; the first global herb-drug interaction network is mapped through semantic integration, and the semantic graph mining methodology is implemented for discovering and interpreting interesting patterns from this network. The platform and underlying methodology are proved effective in TCM-related drug usage, discovery, and safety analysis.
INTRODUCTION
The health care and life sciences communities have already taken efforts in the adoption of Semantic Web technologies, including ontology engineering, semantic integration, information retrieval, and knowledge discovery. However, these successful projects focus exclusively on orthodoxy medicine, and never on Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) domain. Indeed, despite its wide adoption in Chinese communities, TCM has rarely been the application domain of computational analysis in previous academic works. Our joint group of Zhejiang University and China Academy of Chinese Medical Sciences (CACMS) took the first systematic approach of Semantic Web for TCM Informatics, aiming at the computerization and integration of TCM information and knowledge to provide intelligent Web resources for clinical decision-making, drug discovery, and education. The resulting Semantic Web platform deployed in CACMS, integrates over 70 legacy relational databases into a coherent semantic view, providing various Web-based knowledge and information services for TCM practitioners from CACMS's 17 affiliated institutions in China [1] . A set of semantic-based tools and systems are developed and deployed to facilitate TCM practitioners in achieving collective intelligence. The Unified TCM Language System (UTCMLS) is the largest TCM Semantic Web ontology including 5,000 concepts and 20,000 instances, serving as a common knowledge representation scheme to improve the quality of semantic search and query, and to infer semantic suggestions such as synonyms and associated concepts. We have also deployed at CACMS the ontology-based query and search engine (Figure 1 ), which maps legacy relational databases to the Semantic Web layer for query and search across database boundaries. A new methodology named semantic graph mining is proposed, which uses the semantic graph model to integrate graph mining and ontology reasoning for better analyzing biomedical complex networks. The methodology is implemented in the Spora system ( Figure  2 ), which creates knowledge discovery experiments through the orchestration of semantic graph mining services. As the experimental result, the first global herb-drug interaction network is mapped through semantic integration of legacy relational databases in Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) domain, and Spora system is applied on this network to discern interesting patterns such as frequent sub-graphs (Figure 3 ) and community structures (Figure 4 ). In the resulting network (Figure 4 ), most nodes (99.3 %) participate in the largest connected components; a small proportion of herbs emerge as hubs through very active connectivity, and they are also at the centrality of the network (based on pair-wise node distance calculation) and serve to connect local drug communities; and there is also a big drug community that consists many biggest hubs in the network, revealing that drug hubs tend to cluster together in TCM domain.
TCM domain experts are interested in these machinelearned patterns rendered as semantic graphs, and realized with amaze that all herbs are connected through decentralized orchestration of formulae in their hands. They evaluate the platform's major technical features as original and productive in TCM drug usage, discovery, and safety analysis, and evaluate the resulting visualized patterns as reflecting TCM practice and potentially leading to a deeper understanding of TCM underlying mechanisms.
The proposed poster contains two components: one will focus on the semantic graph mining methodology, tools, and systems with their Web-based interfaces ( Figure 1,2) ; the other will focus on the description and medical interpretation of computational analysis and knowledge discovery results, including statistical characteristics, frequent subgraphs, and community structures of TCM networks. The Spora system performs semantic graph mining on the Semantic Web, models a discovery experiment as a tree of operators with customizable properties, and visualizes data mining results through interactive tables, charts, and graphs.
Figure 3: The representation of frequently-occuring patterns as semantic graphs, can help users to understand and interpret these patterns, and make it easier to index, search, merge, and/or compare related patterns. The patterns are obtained by discovering frequently-occuring subgraphs from a set of semantic graphs extracted from heterogeneous data resources, and visualized as a directed, labeled graph for human interpretation. 
CONCLUSION

